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“There’s a truly quaint retro-Russ Meyer vibe running through it that makes it a
fluid drenched joy to watch. The riff on the Beauty and the Beast theme soars to
freakishly absurd heights”
“There is a lot of humor here and most of the time it hits the mark...This one is funny,
has gorgeous babes doing naughty things, opens with a well made comic book montage
and has Bigfoot which all elevates it to the upper echelon as far as skin flicks go in my
book
“Sweet Prudence is a wonderfully silly romp that delivers the perfect blend of
raunchiness, humor and retro charm”

“It’s like an unholy alliance between furry culture, cryptozoology & sex.”

"Truly brings to mind nudie cuties of the past...The retro Les Baxter inspired score adds
to the vibe...You definitely want to check this out."
“A home run… Puts the fun back in softcore… A solid good time… A rare
feat”
“A slick little softcore genre parody piece… Sweet Prudence’s lighthearted take on Big
Foot and B-films makes it a distinctly comic sex romp that wisely never takes the
genre, or itself, too seriously” ~ Paul Corupe
"It’s a fun, low-budget film that delivers an entertaining mix of comedy, science
fiction, and a decent helping of softcore sex.”
“What I like about this movie is the sense of fun & silliness that permeates it
throughout..that's what makes it so much fun
"it's a pretty silly softcore romp that mainly offers the (very sexy) female
ensemble members plenty of opportunity to get naked..And this all results in
one hell of a funny - and sexy - movie. Recommended!

